This is a group of three components under a single proposal, all of which relate to the improvement of education through the use of audio-visual media.

I. In the Social Sciences, a media center is proposed. This center will be equipped with the items needed to produce slides, movies, and videotapes for use in the classroom. The center would be shared by the several Social Sciences departments and would house a library of prepared materials along with a clipping file of photos from periodicals and newspapers and tapes of programs taken from the air.

II. In the Humanities, a slide-sound program will be developed to provide greater opportunity for students of logic -- Philosophy 5 -- to review material presented in the classroom, either with tutors or independently, and to proceed at their own pace. This will be accomplished by developing a series of synchronized slide/audio tape presentations of classroom lecture materials and text materials for use in the Learning Resources Center.

III. In the Sciences, a major increase in the use of audio-visual multi-media materials is proposed in the Earth Sciences Department to help to meet greatly increased enrollment pressures and the demands imposed by the introduction of new courses and programs. This will involve the use of both classroom and auto-tutorial materials.

If all components are approved for full funding, the District will be responsible for 50 percent of this total or about $20,000.